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USD ceremony celebrates construction and basketball
BY MELISSA BLEAK
STAFF WRITER
Students were invited to be a part
of history in the ground breaking
ceremony for the new Student Life
Pavilion. The ceremony celebrated the
beginning of construction for the new
addition March 27.
The ceremony was also a celebra
tion of the recent success of the men's
and women's basketball teams in the
WCC and NCAA tournaments. "The'
nation can no longer ignore us. The
basketball teams have given our stu
dents something to be proud of. The
future opening of the Student Life Pa
vilion will provide a place for students
to relax, gather with friends and cheer
on other Torero victories," AS Presi
dent Matt Thelen said at the beginning
of the ceremony.
President Mary Lyons spoke next.
"This is here to stay: celebrating this
playoff, but also the start of champi
onships in the future. We are on our
way to being not only an academic
powerhouse, but also an athletic pow
erhouse," Lyons said. She told the
students how proud she was of their
recent success and that she is looking

COURTESY OF ALAN DECKER

Students celebrate the beginning of construction for the Student Life Pavilion and
the success of the men's and women's basketball teams in the WCC and NCAA
tournaments.

forward to the years to come.
Thelen spoke one more time before
the two basketball coaches came out.
He said, "Finally, students will have
somewhere else to congregate other
than the back of the library."
The loud response when coach

Cindy Fisher came on stage with the
women's basketball team made it
obvious that many of the students in
attendance were there to see the bas
ketball coaches.
Fisher thanked all the fans for their
support and emphasized that success

"can't happen without great leader
ship, great support and great fans." She
followed up by saying that this victory
is the first of many to be seen by USD
sports fans.
"We want USD to be a sports school
and an academic school - the school.
Let's make it a school San Diego is
proud of," she said.
Lastly, Coach Bill Grier took the
stage followed by the men's basket
ball team, as the crowd cheered. Grier
thanked everyone for coming out, the
excitement on campus and the spirit of
the community.
"Let's build this thing, let's build
ah atmosphere in the JCP that makes it
the toughest place to come and play,"
he said.
The administration and the coaches
all emphasized that this exciting time
is only the start, and as students we
should keep this atmosphere going as
we move into the next year.
After Grier left the stage, all stu
dents in attendance were welcomed
to step on the construction site and
be a part of the historic picture of the
ground breaking ceremony that will be
seen by future students, families, fac
ulty and staff.

Prentiss speaks on dangers of Facebook Se celebra la
BY MELISSA BLEAK
STAFF WRITER
The majority of college students
have a Facebook profile, but new
technology may make people think
twice about what they choose to post
online. On March 26 Kevin Prentiss
gave a presentation hosted by AS on
the potential repercussions
of Facebook profiles: "The
Secrets Behind Facebook."
Prentiss began his pre
sentation by saying, "So
cializing is obviously very
old, but Facebook and
Myspace has created a new
means to socialize." Cur
rently 93 percent of college
students have a Facebook,
63 percent log onto their page once
a day and spend an average of one to
two hours on it, usually doing some
thing else at the same time.
The creators of this technology are
so successful because they understood
this change in socializing and created

the programming to enable it.
Students, mostly those under the
age of 25, mainly use Facebook.
Prentiss said, "Those people under 25
think Facebook stalking is funny, and
those over 25 think that it is creepy."
Students are consistently the people
who are keeping up with the changing
technology.

Este pasado 28 de marzo se
llevo a cabo la misa anual de Cesar
Chavez en la capilla de Founders.
Este evento fue patrocinado por la
Asociacion de Chicanas Acti vistas
(A.Ch.A) al igual que con la ayuda
del Comite de Estudiantes y el Ministerio Religioso de la Universidad
de San Diego. Para aquellos que no
estan enterados A.Ch.A es una orga
nization de la Universidad que se
esfuerza en otorgar oportunidades a
las mujeres a traves de la education,
la conciencia social y polftica y el
compromiso cultural.
Esta misa se celebra cado ano para
conmemorar los esfuerzos que hizo

See FACEBOOK, page 2

See CHAVEZ, page 2

"Students love it, faculty are nervous
about it and administration just
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heard about it."
- Kevin Prentiss

"Students love it, faculty are ner
vous about it and administration just
heard about it," Prentiss said.
This is one of the main reasons why
Prentiss believes that the administra
tion of universities are just learning
about Facebook and similar websites.

misa anual de
Cesar Chavez

Universities across the country
are trying to warn students about the
dangers of posting certain pictures on
their profiles. Even USD has encour
aged its students to "un-tag" pictures
of themselves that employers would
find inappropriate.
However, in a few short years, untagging yourself will do nothing to
protect you from having
those pictures found.
Prentiss discussed new
software that can search
for a person by a picture
of his or her face.
"It is scary enough
to do something about,
because it will no
longer help if you untag
yourself. Google will be
able to search for you by your picture,
not just your name," he said.
With this new technology, even with
the lips, nose and eyes covered, the
software was over 90 percent likely to
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Newsworthy:
"Criminal activity at the [Mexican] border does not stop for
endless debate or protracted litigation."

News Editor

choffman@Usdvista.com

-Michael Chert0& Homeland Security Secretary

public safety report
coming from a stereo in
a residence hall room.
Upon investigation the
individual was contacted
and complied with the
request to turn the
music down.

TUESDAY, MARCH 25

San Dimaa and
Santa Paula: At

MONDAY, MARCH 24

San Antonio da Padua
Hall: At 9:31 p.m. Public
Safety responded to
a report of possible
marijuana use in a
residence hall room.
Upon investigation one
resident student was
cited for hosting and six
resident students were
cited for being in the
presence of alcohol.

12:34 a.m. Public
Safety observed an
individual that required
assistance walking.
Upon investigation the
individual was contacted,
identified as a resident
student and found to
be too intoxicated to
care for himself. The
individual was voluntarily
transported to detox.

Cuyamaca Hall: At

3:04 p.m. Public Safety
responded to a report of
an individual attempting
to enter a residence hall
room through a window.
Upon investigation it
was determined that the
individual was a resident
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 26
of the room.
Valley Area: At 12:40
THURSDAY, MARCH 27
p.m. Public Safety
responded to a report
San Antonio da Padua
of excessive noise
Garage: At 6:26 p.m.

H
l

Public Safety responded
to a report of a fire
hose case that had
been damaged. Upon
investigation the glass
case had been broken
but no other damage
was found.
FRIDAY, MARCH 28

San Antonio da Padua:
At 12:30 p.m. a hate
crime was reported to
USD's Department of
Public Safety involving
two bias-related
statements that had
been written on the
door of an apartment in
San Antonio de Padua
in permanent marker.
Public Safety Officers

took photos of the
statements and the
investigation into this
crime continues.

Loma Hall: At 12:36
p.m. Public Safety
responded to a
report of a suspicious
individual near Loma
Hall. Upon investigation
the individual was
contacted and
determined to be an
individual that was
previously contacted
on campus for possible
trespassing.
In case of an emer
gency contact Public
Safety at 2222.

Facebook affects

USD conmemora el cumpleanos de Chavez

future employers

Chavez fue un campeon de los derechos de los campesinos
CHAVEZ, continued

FACEBOOK continued
be able to find the person's face in an
other picture.
"Mostly people aged 25 and younger
will have this picture history of them
selves. Those older than that will not
have as complete of a history available
for anyone to find," Prentiss said.
Prentiss encourages students to be
proactive in their web resume. It is inevi
table that employers will search for ap
plicants, but everyone can change what
is found on the internet.
Prentiss tells students, "everyone
will have awkward pictures online, but
those that do something good and attach
that to their name will be able to push
those pictures down to the bottom of the
page.. .most people don't look past page
12 on google search."

Cesar Chavez para apoyar a los
campesinos inmigrantes.
Chavez
es considerado uno de los
activistas que tuvo mayor
impacto en la comunidad
Mexico-Americana dentro
de los Estados Unidos.
Nacio en la ciudad de
Yuma, Arizona el 31 de
marzo de 1927. Crecio
dentro de una familia de
campesinos
inmigran
tes que constantemente viajaban por
varias ciudades campesinas en el
suroeste del pais en busca de trabajo.
Chavez vivio y sufrio las injusticias
que vivfan los campesinos inmigran
tes y no solamente los inmigrantes
mexicanos. A los 17 anos se inscribio
en la fuerza naval estadounidense y

al regresar despues de dos anos se dio
cuenta que segufan las injusticias hacia
los campesinos inmigrantes.
Por esa razon se dedico a luchar para

Chavez es considerado uno de los
activistas que tuvo mayor impacto

en la communidad Mexico-Americana
dentro de los Estados Unidos.
mejorar los salarios, viviendas y la
dignidad de los campesinos. Con sus
esfuerzos y la ayuda de otras personas
como Dolores Huerta, Chavez alcanzo
sus metas con el registro de un gran
numero de votantes que lo apoyaban
y tambien por medio de boicots organizados.
Chavez murio en 1993 y dejo una
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trayectoria de valor y protestas pacfficas para resolver conflictos. El estado
de California reconoce el cumpleanos
de Chavez, el 31 de marzo, como un
dfa festivo a nivel estatal.
Por esa razon el grupo
de A.Ch.A desea honrar a
un individuo que se dejo
hacer un instrumento
de Dios para luchar por
aquellos que no tenian
voz y que fueron ignorados y marginados por la
sociedad.
Chavez fue un fiel seguidor de la
iglesia catolica y siempre mantuvo a
Dios y a La Virgen de Guadalupe en
sus oraciones.
La meta de A.Ch. A es promover este
caracter de fortaleza y ensenar justica
social a la comunidad de la universidad
de San Diego por medio de esta misa.

The Vista publication is written and edited
by USD students and funded by revenues
generated by advertising and a student
fee. Advertising material published is for
information purposes only and is not to
be construed as an expressed or implied
endorsement or verification of such
commercial venues by the staff or University.
The Vista office is located in the lower level
of the University Center, room 114B.
All inquiries should be sent to:
The Vista
5998 Alcala Park
San Diego, CA 92110
The first copies of the newspaper are compli
mentary, all copies thereafter are 25 cents charge.
Opinions expressed in The Vista other than unsigned editorials are the opinions of the
writers or columnists and not necessarily those of The Vista staff.
Letters to the Editor can be submitted to The Vista office. Letters should be limited to
300 words and must be signed. For identification purposes, USD identification numbers
and writer's year must be included in the letter. The Vista reserves the right to edit
published letters. Any content sent to the editor will be considered for publication unless
otherwise stated.
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"WHAT A GREAT 08! THANKS TO THE USD COMMUNITY AND A
DEDICATION TO YOUR NEEDS WE ARE ONCE AGAIN BUILDING
OUR BUSINESS. ON THE BEHALF OF MY EMPLOYEES AND
AGENTS, THIS ALUM THANKS YOU FOR YOUR REFERRALS!
HERE'S WHAT WE ARE WORKING ON" - SETH
1494 UNION STREET #804 - IN ESCROW
2330 FIRST AVENUE #115 - IN ESCROW
3134 VIA ALICANTE #C - IN ESCROW
7745 STALMER - IN ESCROW
1225 ISLAND #601 - PENDING BANK APPROVAL
2027 1/2 OLIVER - PENDING BANK APPROVAL
4205 LAMONT #19 - IN ESCROW
800 THE MARK LANE #403 - IN ESCROW
2234 RIVER RUN - IN ESCROW
5130 ENELRA - IN ESCROW
3993 JEWELL STREET #B9 - IN ESCROW
4885 COLE STREET #6 - IN ESCROW
4725 35TH ST.#3 - IN ESCROW
9442 SELTZER COURT - IN ESCROW
4764 BAYSIDE LANE #3 - IN ESCROW
7235 FAY AVENUE - JUST LISTED $1.4M LA JOLLA
4056 RAFFEE RD - JUST LISTED $765K BAY PARK
3134 VIA ALICANTE #G - JUST REDUCED $259K LA JOLLA
2133 CHATSWORTH BLVD #203 - JUST REDUCED $499K POINT LOMA
1703 30™ ST - JUST REDUCED $598K SOUTH PARK
4440 FLORIDA ST - JUST REDUCED $575K - UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
734 SAN LUIS REY PLACE - JUST REDUCED $1.9M MISSION BEACH
AND MUCH MORE BUSINESS IN THE WORKS!! USD DEDICATED!!

IndymacBank*

David Wright

858.349.7468 cell

Indymac is one of the most competitive banks in the nation
and I would be honored to show you why more San Diegans
choose to get their home loans through us! -David Wright
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CAMPUS FOCUS

Jillian Anthony CF Editor

You're 20!
Congratulations?

BY JILLIAN ANTHONY
CAMPUS FOCUS EDITOR
So I'm about to turn 20.years old on
April 8. Feel free to drop any gifts in my
Vista mailbox. Monetary gifts can be
handed directly to me.
But seriously, does anyone else out
there feel like 20 is just a very blase,
worthless kind of age?
Here I am at 20, "not a girl, not yet a
woman," to quote the trainwreck that is
Britney Spears. I'm some sort of gloman
or wirl, and it doesn't feel good.
How can I celebrate this mediocre
age? Can anything really live up to my
sweet 16, when I had a Justin Timberlake
impersonator as my big surprise? Truly,
nothing can top being serenaded by a JT
impostor then watching him spit game to
all of my teenage friends. But when he
realized their age, he proceeded to my
mother. Awkward.
It can't beat my 17th birthday party at
Medieval Times, when we all dressed up
as trashy princesses and ate chicken with
our hands, either. Nor can it possibly
stand up to my 18th birthday when we all
donned 80s gear and took to the nearest
skating rink in a flurry of scrunchies and
neon leggings. The cool kids who hang
out at the rink every weekend perfecting
their mad skating skills shunned us but
somehow we still managed to have fun.
And anything I do this year will abso
lutely pale in comparison to next year's
festivities that my mother and I have
been planning since my birth. One year
from now I will be in Vegas surrounded
by my friends and all of my mother's 50something friends. And believe me, those
women are crazier than I will ever be.
So what will I be doing on my birthday
this year? Well, for most of the day, I will
be hard at work here in the Vista office
for you readers - all seven of you. That's
how committed I am. After that, I will
eat food in large quantities and maybe sit
down to a viewing of the movie "Big"
and contemplate my life.
Okay, maybe not, but I will be think
ing about the past year, and the year to
come. This past year I've experienced a
lot and learned a lot more, and that can
only be a good thing. This next year will
almost certainly bring with it laughter,
tears, embarrassment, and all of that
good stuff, but until I'm as full of wisdom
as my ever-opinionated grandmother, I
will not give up on this journey towards
knowledge. And that's what it's really all
about.

Schoolworthy:
"I hope life isn't a big joke, because I don't get it."

janthony@usdvista.com

- Jack Handey

Academic integrity: Live up to it!
Week is to spread awareness about in
tegrity and reflect USD's commitment
to academic integrity. It is up to both
the students and the faculty to be con
Ethics: although it is a USD-re
scious of the policies and take action in
quired course, how many students
upholding the school's level of honesty
consider daily the implications of
and responsibility.
integrity, in the classroom or out of
A list of events earlier in the week
it? For those of you not
included a FroYo giveaway
aware, the University
outside Copley library on
of San Diego Honor
Tuesday and three faculty
Council is working
speakers Wednesday night.
hard to make academic
This diverse group of
integrity a priority here
speakers, pulled from three
at USD.
different departments on
This association of
campus, included econom
students has been busy
ics professor Dr. Steven
drafting an Honor Code
Conroy, sociology Profes
for USD. The role of
sor Dr. Erik Fritsvold and
the Honor Council is to
visiting assistant professor
help educate the USD
of business Law Dr. Linda
student body and en
Barkacs.
courage the practice of
Other events included
academic integrity.
some collaboration from
The Honor Council
all three professors in rela
is responsible for many
COURTESY OF THE USD HONOR COUNCIL tion to the Academic Integ
informational and lead The Academy Integrity Council, pictured here, hopes to create an
rity Policy, something the
ership endeavors in at honor code for USD, following suit with many other major universities. Honor Council wishes to
tempt to establish and
continue.
integrate the honor code throughout around the nation such as Stanford,
Don't miss out on the last leg of
Vanderbilt, Duke and Penn. Currently, Academic Integrity Week.
our campus.
Honor Council member and USD although there is an academic integrity
Come out tonight and watch "Dead
freshman Carey Moeller said, "The policy, no honor code exists at USD.
Poets Society" in Palomar's Lounge
goal of an honor code is to reaffirm
In pursuit of this goal, the Associ at 7:30 with free food provided. It is
the morals and values every person ated Students Honor Council is host a chance to ask questions, give con
would want to see in a society em ing an Academic Integrity Week this cerns or comments, or just stop by to
bodied by the University of San week, from March 31 to April 4.
see what the new Honor Code will be
The focus of Academic Integrity about.
Diego. Once assimilated on our

BY AVERY DURNAN
STAFF WRITER

campus they will pour over into the
community of San Diego creating a
harmonious setting."
This week's Academic Integrity
Week represents USD's commitment
to pursuing an honor code, similar to
the honor codes at a number of other
prestigious colleges and universities

The seven deadly sins of fashion you should commit
BY SAMANTHA SHOREY
FASHION COLUMNIST
Lent is gone and spring has sprung
in San Diego! We ended our little
six-week dry spell with a week of de
bauchery known as spring break and
are letting our hemlines rise with the
temperatures. Let's keep the breeze,
lose the sleaze and do spring with vice,
fashion vixens.
Lust:
Usher isn't the only one who wants
to "make love in this club" this time of
year. What is it about spring that makes
everything in the animal kingdom
twitter-paited? As flirty sun-dresses
migrate back from the southern part of
your closet let's leave the flash-dance
to Janet and invest in some sunny skiv
vies. USD designer favorites like Juicy
Couture and Betsey Johnson like to
have you decked head to tush in their
duds. They make fun and fashion
able intimate lines that will leave you
spring-fling ready at all times.
Pride:
Pride, according to many scholars,
is the most vicious of the deadly sins.
But what's so wrong with feeling good
about yourself, St. Augustine? Modem
fashion-sophist Michael Stars provides
a good objection with his one-sizefits-most philosophy. His classic and
classy clothes strike a perfect balance

between hotness and humility. Just don't
fall in love with your own reflection
there, Narcissus.
Envy:
As the world becomes greener after
April showers we sometimes go green
with envy. But not all of us can pull off a
green skin tone a la the Wicked Witch of
the West. Designer lines for the every
day penny pinching princess are popping
up everywhere. Sarah Jessica Parker's
line Bitten at Steve & Barry's can make
us all Carrie Bradshaws; New York or
not. Style god SJP keeps it cheap and
chic. Looking loaded is like a tan; fake
it until you make it!
Greed:
When Britney Spears sings "gimme
more" USD's Varooka Salts tend to sing
along. So it's a good thing Coach heard
our cry. Their super cute and springy
new sari flowered sandal ($188 at coach,
com) feeds our need for gold. Over the
last few years silver and platinum have
dominated the jewelry scene but gold
is back as the standard. Metallics are
big again this spring; from handbags
to chain-necklaces featuring the Midas
touch. California is famous for its
golden beaches, bronzed women and
hills of gold. So take a note from The
Beach Boys on this one.
Gluttony:
Mae West says "too much of a good
thing is wonderful" and I, for one, would

agree. So throw glutton caution to the
wind and go with Mary-Kate Olson. I
know our favorite waif lacks in the weight
department (skinniest glutton ever!) but
she gets it right when it comes to acces
sorizing. Anything and everything all
at once is her game; and she plays even
better than USD did against UConn. MK
does flannel paired with a necklace (and
another necklace, and another necklace)
with a hobo bag and sunglasses and a
Starbucks like nobody's business. What
she lacks in pounds she definitely makes
up for in luxury.
Sloth:
All this spring flinging can leave a
girl tired out. So at the end of the day get
your beauty rest Sleeping Beauty style
with PJ Salvage. This brand mixes lux
and luxury with their sinfully cozy paja
mas. They find the perfect balance (tem
perance is a virtue!) between naughty
and night wear. Cute and comfy and sure
to earn you a new bed-buddy.
Wrath:
Wrath has its place in Hollywood; just
ask Naomi Campbell. So channel your
anger with red, an anything but calm
color. We couldn't have a list of cardinal
sins without including the cardinal color
itself. Red handbags are all the rage;
from the classic Birkin (the hand-bag
holy grail) to just about any red wrathful
wristlet you can find. It makes fury look
fun!
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OPINION

Alex Antone Opinion Editor aantone@usdvista.com

Opinionworthy:
"That best portion of a good mans life; his little, nameless,
unremembered acts of kindness and of love."
-William Wordsworth

What the heck happened to the final frontier?

BY ALEX ANTONE
OPINION EDITOR
When I was a little boy, I thought
I was an alien. I was absolutely con
vinced that my name was not Alex
ander Martin Antone, but was in fact
Ace Glarnog and 1 came to Earth from
the planet Mars in order to learn more
about humanity. I would draw pic
tures of what my real family looked
like—green humanoids with snail
like heads—and I would often tell
my human parents that I was going to
beam myself back to Mars whenever
they told me to clean my room. (That
teleportation device never seemed to
work properly.)
While I'm sure some psych major
out there is dying to tell me the Freud

ian meaning behind my childhood alien
fantasies, I'd like to think that I was just
another imaginative kid captivated by
the possibilities of outer space. Unfortu
nately when I entered grade school my
astronautic dreams became outweighed
by my hatred for mathematics, however
my fascination with the final frontier re
mains with me to this day.
This is why when I heard rumors
about more NASA budget cuts my heart
sank like a falling star. These cuts are
only four years removed from Presi
dent Bush's 2004 address in which he
announced a new vision for the space
program. Bush stated that after estab
lishing a permanent human presence on
the moon in 2020, "With the experience
and knowledge gained on the moon, we
will then be ready to take the next steps
of space exploration: human missions to
Mars and to worlds beyond."
While rumors circulated on March 24
stated that one of the Mars rovers would
be turned off due to a $4 million reduc
tion from the rovers project, NASA has
now stated that these cuts will not go
into effect due to the popularity of the
program, though James Green, head of

NASA's Planetary Science Division, has
stated that even larger cuts may be re
quired later on.
But Bush's mission to Mars isn't the
only program in jeopardy. In fact, the
President's obsession with Mars has
forced other areas of NASA to make
cutbacks in order to make room in the
total budget. In 2006 NASA had to delay
the Global' Precipitation Measurement
mission that would have put a satellite
into orbit in order to accurately measure
all forms of precipitation on earth. The
purpose of this mission would have
been to study Earth's weather system in
response to both natural and human-in
duced changes. Sound familiar?
Essentially, this study might have sup
plied definitive evidence about global
warming in addition to an improved
understanding about the workings of
hurricanes, but the lack of funding has
forced the mission into a seemingly end
less "formulation phase."
And some missions have been ter
minated entirely. One planned study of
Europa, one of Jupiter's moons thought
to contain water and life, has been can
celled. In fact, all missions in the field of

astrobiology, the search for extra ter
restrial life, have had their budgets cut
by more that 50 percent since 2004.
The possibilities of space research
are literally as limitless as the uni
verse itself. It is unfortunate that the
state of humanity has taken us away
from space exploration and study. But
the biggest problem is that NASA
programs aren't battling over billions
of dollars in funding here, they're
arguing over millions. The United
States' total spending budget for 2008
is $2.9 trillion. The Department of
Defense has a budget of $481.4 bil
lion, discretionary spending on the
global war on terror is $145.2 billion,
and the Department of Homeland
Security gets $34.3 billion. NASA's
total budget for 2008 is $17.3 billion.
What's wrong with this picture?
We are limiting ourselves through
violence, but it's not just the United
States: the entire world is guilty.
Suicide bombers, ethnic cleansing,
nuclear warfare - the world is in a
hell of a state. If there is intelligent
life on Mars or any other planet, I'm
sure they want nothing to do with us.

San Diego students set fandom precedent for years to come
BY BRANDON MYERS
STAFF WRITER
It was a day of upsets for the Tampa
regional in the NCAA men's basketball
tournament when 20 devoted USD stu
dents found themselves piling into the
St. Pete Times Forum, 2,455 miles away
from home.
No, this was not a home game in the
slimly packed "Slim Gym." The Univer
sity of San Diego students traveled from
the sunny beaches of California to watch
their team participate in the excitement of
the tournament. Not only did the students
show up in a physical sense, but they also
became the most dominating section in
the building.
Of all the respective cheering sections
in the arena, the Saint Petersburg Times
crowned USD's students and faculty the
"Best Cheering Section" in the Saturday
edition of their publication. Pictures of
students and players graced numerous
pages of the sports section, including a
full portrait of the Torero terrors on the
paper's front page.
USD home games' are commonly
characterized by students sitting down,
chatting and doing anything but cheer
ing, but the "USD Super Fans" found
it in their hearts to stand not only for a
miraculous play, but four miraculous
halves. The devotion of the 20 students
showed as they dominated the noise of
the entire building.
Clad in freshly printed, light blue
West Coast Conference Champion shirts
and covered in dark blue face paint, the
students could not think about anything
but basketball for a full five days. Nights
were spent discussing the games, trying

to find ways to get to a local Wal-Mart
for supplies and watching "Braveheart"
for pump-up purposes.
As the tournament progressed, the stu
dents were constantly stopped at venues
around town. One fan in particular sat in
front of Tampa's Cheesecake Factory.
Fresh from the Drake-Western Kentucky
contest, the Drake fan sat demoralized at
her table. Her hope was renewed when
she heard the news of the USD upset.
"You guys won! Oh my gosh your
student section was the best. We were
pulling so hard for you!"
The woman's attitude was anything
but unique. During Sunday's contest
against Western Kentucky, fans in all
varieties of university gear ventured to
USD's section asking for pictures with
the super fans.
Torero shirts from the arena's souve
nir shop became hard to find as many
Tampa natives began to climb on the
bandwagon. Even after the team's crash
ing defeat, the students were still stopped
at a local Hooters for pictures. The fans
requested one last photo with "the best
students around."
As a USD student and fan, I found this
scene very encouraging. Having attended
every single home game this season, I
have never seen the passion and devotion
that I saw during those last five days and
in the West Coast Conference tourna
ment.
For the first time in recent memory,
the school has come together as a unit of
students, teachers, coaches, players and
alumni, rather than just a program. This
transition was, and is, extremely impor
tant to our growth as a national player.
Few students realize how vital their
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At the WCC tournament, Torero fans helped the team come back from a 13-pt deficit.
participation is during home and even
local away games.
Having attended the first and second
round games, I can honestly say that stu
dents, even the smallest group of 20, can
make a monumental impact on a game.
Students create turning points and
have the power to bring a team back
from the dead. A prime example of this
was the nearly impossible Saint Mary's
comeback.
The bond that the student body shares
with its players, especially at a small
school like USD, is one that cannot be
shared by anyone else in the building.
There is a reason that the students, and
the students only, are known as "the sixth
man" around the country: students spark

a fire in the hearts of the players.
We are all in this together, not only as
a program, but as a student body.
Everyone that participated in the group
trip to Tampa can honestly say that they
feel an emotional connection with the
team. There is absolutely, no reason that
this bond cannot be shared by everyone
else enrolled who wasn't there.
Every school in the nation can say they
have a basketball program, but those who
work as a whole and love their sports can
really make an impact.
Go to the games. Cheer on the team.
They give their all for you on the court,
it is your duty to do the same. Let's make
next season one for the record books.
Ole! Go Toreros!
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Changing the world of sports, one dollar at a time
BY DOUG WOOD
STAFF WRITER
As flowers begin to bloom and the
sun becomes a consistent friend in the
afternoon sky it is evident that spring
has finally arrived. And what would
spring be without the company of our
country's favorite pastime - the great
and increasingly soulless game of base
ball. Don't worry; you'll share my bit
terness in about three minutes.
So last week, with opening day in
sight, players everywhere were rushing
left and right to finalize the terms of
new endorsements, new contracts and
new money. And perhaps the man most
excited to see the green of spring was
Detroit Tigers third baseman Miguel
Cabrera, who signed an eight year, $152
million contract Tuesday, placing him
among the elite ranks of only 17 other
major leaguers in history with contracts
worth more than $100 million.
I am not here, however, to praise
Cabrera's agent's negotiation skills or
even debate, whether or not Cabrera
himself, or any player for that matter, is
worth the amount of money that he is
paid. I am here instead to shine light
on the fact that there is an abundance
of money in Major League Baseball
that could be utilized for a multitude of
better purposes.
It is clear that baseball players earn
what they do because just like in any
other highly publicized and economi

cally profitable position of
employment, there are ridicu
lously high monetary benefits
for those individuals with a
specially defined skill set.
The question I instead ask is
why this reallocation of funds
hasn't yet occurred when we
all know how much help is
needed on a global scale? Oh
you don't know how much
help is needed? Well allow
me to officially end your reign
of ignorance on the subject.
According to the U.S.
Department of Agriculture,
one person should be able to
eat for $2,606 per year. That
means that that our country's
10 highest paid athletes could
feed 179,285 Americans for
one entire year, or more than 65 million
people for a whole day. If this can be
done with the annual salaries of only 10
men then imagine what could happen
with an entire sports league on board.
Unfortunately, however, not everybody
is as curious to find out as I am, because
there are still over 1 billion people
worldwide who live under the interna
tional poverty line with incomes of less
than $ 1 per day. Still not curious? How
about this: there are almost 16,000 chil
dren worldwide who die from starvation
every single day. That's one child every
five seconds. See, I told you I could
make you bitter.
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The fact is that athletes are not going
to suddenly start getting paid less, so
what needs to occur is for these men to
start giving something from their own
pockets. It shouldn't be hard for some
body like A-Rod, who is sitting on a
$275 million dollar contract, to step up
and start the revolution. For him to one
day just stop and say, "You know what,
I think I can probably survive on $200
million.- Maybe I'll throw the other
$75 million to some starving kids or a
few thousand impoverished families."
Okay, wishful thinking, but somebody
has to do it. And the most incredible
part is that it would only take one athlete

to start this and the rest would quickly
follow suit; after all, nobody wants to
be greedy (at least not when anybody is
looking).
I'm not proposing a solution to this
problem, nor am I even presumptuous
enough to assume that I could; but allow
me to propose one final question. What
does it mean that some of the most influ
ential members of our society - profes
sional athletes — make enough money to
drastically change the world and yet this
change has yet to occur? I think maybe
it's time to put some pressure on the men
with the uniforms. After all, with great
riches comes great responsibility.

Reverend Wright comments a means for media's agenda
BY MARIE RANAFAN
STAFF WRITER
As party nominations draw closer
both the Democratic and Republican
campaigns grow uglier. The Democrats
have taken a special spot in the limelight
this election with the two forerunners for
the nomination being highly controver
sial characters. This week, the focus of
debate has shifted from the relate-ability
and trustworthiness of female candidate
Hillary Clinton, to the racial preferences
of Barack Obama's longtime pastor,
calling into question his own ethical
background. It has been revealed that
Obama's pastor has been making racially
charged comments, claiming that whites
and America are responsible for all the
obstacles and inequities African Ameri
cans have faced over the years and their
inability to escape the ramifications of
poverty, social stigmas and social status.
While these comments would be re
ceived with perhaps a. quiet outrage, an
indignation or slight recognition of truth
if spoken by anyone else, because of the
rising profile of Obama, all those around
him are put under higher scrutiny by the
public. With Wright's incendiary words
being played nonstop on CNN, local
news, political radio and even YouTube,
the public began to examine the type of
relationship Obama holds with this man
and whether or not it can be assumed that
he too holds these views.
In the midst of the media witch hunt
for a racist candidate, Obama decided
to handle the delicate situation directly
by issuing a speech specifically regard
ing his view of these ideas and, more

broadly, race. Though delivered with a
lackluster style, the effect was a stun
ning, rhetorically sound impression of
Obama, flanked by American flags, as a
compassionate and loyal leader. He an
nounced pointedly that while he did not
agree with the statements of his minister
he could not disown his minister, some
one he respects for his religious guidance
not political influence, any more than he
could a family member or his heritage.,
He handled the situation with the
grace that it required. The bigger ques
tion, however, is should this really be
what the nation is using to choose a
presidential candidate? At this precarious
time in American history, it is now more
than ever that we need to examine the
qualifications of a future candidate rather
than the personal views of his minister.
America has become too focused on
the personal lives of candidates and not
nearly focused enough on plans of action
for the country. Obama's platform for
presidency has rested on the rallying cry
for "change." Though a noble call, soci
ety has been calling for change before
the BC/AD change-over, but no one has
had a clear and decisive plan on how to
achieve it.
Obama's campaign has been no ex
ception. He has yet to propose, in any
of his highly stirring and inspirational
speeches, an actual plan to move the
nation forward and upward. In debates,
speeches and interviews, his goals for
hope and change for America are very
apparent, what isn't as clear is the way
in which any of these things can or will
be realized. The controversy that his
minister's rather than Obama's words

have caused are the perfect example
of the ongoing deterioration of the
American polling system in favor of
sensationalized drama. The focus needs
to be brought back to the political plans

and the details of their campaign profile,
rather than their choices that they make
in regards to their personal lives that do
not hold bearing on their political deci
sions.

A siren awakening of a patriot
BY JESSE AIZENSTAT
STAFF WRITER
The United States, as it may one
day be written, will be the last great
power that invades and occupies other
countries. Mark Twain wrote that "God
invented war so that Americans would
learn geography," and just maybe, he's
got a point. In fact, in the eye of many
foreigners, America has become spell
bound by humanity's lust to conquer
the world—ever so familiar, and now
lurking on our shores.
We Americans stood in rage as we
watched the atrocities unfold on 9/11.
But in this rage, we were most vulner
able. Out of fear, the essence of rage,
we appeased the Bush administration's
vendetta for Iraq. If history can teach
you anything, it's that this crusader
ideology has always contained the
seeds for its destruction. There is no
denying that our people have been
duped into an unnecessary war that
has tarnished not only the American
image, but has been executed in our
people's name and expense.
And let me ask you, for what? It
is no secret that the loss of life in this

war comes from the working Ameri
can family. Who do you think repays
the trillions in war debt and private
contracts so generously awarded to
the powerful and corporate? Is it
not sheer irony that these two oilmen
in the White House have produced
record Wall Street profits as our peo
ple's economy nears recession? For
too many of us, it is the daily grind
ing on our hearts and minds that leads
one to the inherit pause that we cannot
escape—who truly baths in the spoils
of war?
As a 22-year-old college student
I have had enough. We must evolve
into a new paradigm of thought that
does not exploit the American people
for the treasures of war.
Not only has the war in Iraq not
made us safer, but the bin Laden doc
trine of a war with no end in sight is
really starting to prove a point.
So I ask you, the people—is it your
son or daughter who died in Iraq as al
Qaeda continues to recruit? Are you
awarded with weapons contracts for
your company? Cheap labor?
Comrade, look in the mirror-we
are cheap labor.
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Campus Housing Sign Ups
are Happening Now!
DEADLINE IS APRIL 4
Sign up for your 2008-09 housing at
www.sandiego.edu/residentiallife

Last chance to make your $250
prepayment is 4 p.m., Friday, April 4.
Last chance to sign up for campus
housing is 5 p.m., Friday, April 4.
Questions? Contact the Office of Residential Life at ext. 4777.

University Ministry's Students for Life Presents...
L.I.F.E. Week 2008 Schedule of Events

Monday, April 7lh

Human Trafficking

12:00 pm - 2:30 pm
7:00 pm-9:00 pm

Nooner with free food, education, & activities in front of the UC.
Movie: "Human Trafficking" followed by a discussion with local
activists in UC Forum.

Tuesday, April 8ltl

Immigration

12:00 pm - 2:30 pm
7:00 pm - 8:30 pm

Nooner with free food, education, & activities in front of the UC.
Panel discussion with USD professors in UC Forum.

Wednesday, April 9th

Abortion!Adoption

12:00 pm - 2:30 pm
6:30 pm - 8:30 pm
9:00 pm

Nooner with free food, education, & activities in front of the UC.
Movie: "Juno" followed by a discussion in UC Forum.
Mass for Peace with a special life focus in Founders Chapel.

Thursday, April 10th

AIDS

12:00 pm - 2:30 pm
7:00 pm - 9:30 pm

Nooner with free food, education, & activities in front of the UC.
Movie: 'The Human Experience" followed by a discussion with
the Stars/Producers in UC Forum.

Friday. April 11th

Genocide

12:00 pm - 2:30 pm
7:00 pm - 9:00 pm

Nooner with free food, education, & activities in front of the UC.
Genocide Benefit Concert and presentation of prizes to
Advertisement Contest winners in the Sports Center.

{Free food and drinks at ALL events!)
**».&£f
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SanKegc) Co-Sponsored by: University Ministry, Associated Students, Residential Life,
Joan B. Kroc School of Peace Studies, Sigma Phi Epsilon
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Cultureworthy:
"Happiness only real when shared."
- Chris McCandless

kperry@usdvista.com

Materialism A closer look at working with space and time
at its worst Andy Goldsworthy*s environmental art is captured in "Rivers and Tides"
BY MARIETTE
NASCIMENTO
GUEST WRITER

BY KAITLIN PERRY
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR

After watching the Oscarnominated, Sean Penn-directed
"Into the Wild" a second time
with a materialistic friend, I real
ized what an affliction material
ism is for many modem young
adults.
For my friend, her approach
ing sophomore year of college
is not as exciting as it should
be. Due to economic issues, she
will no longer be able to attend
her private university, but com
munity college instead. To many
this would be the worst outcome
of an economic downfall. But for
this friend, what she will miss the
most is sparkling water.
With this admission, I realized
that my friend's values and neces
sities were not deserving of such
titles. I rented "Into the Wild" in
hopes that it would put things in
perspective for her, that it would
show her how unimportant the
little things are when you look
at life from a bird's eye view.
Unfortunate y, the movie did the
opposite and she was unable to
understand the overall message.
These days, possessions have
become what increases the value
of life for many young adults.
God forbid we should leave our
cell phones in the car or forget
our iPods for our walk to class.
Why is it thn< we have become so
dependent i inanimate objects
to keep us ai ase?
I'm not s.:ying that we, like
Chris
McCandless,
should
become one with nature, bum
our money and eat plants. I too
highly value my phone and iPod.
I'm only questioning why that
is so. I wish I could be able to
spend a day without those things
and not feel like a part of who I
am is missing.
With my second viewing of
"Into the Wild," I realized that
in order for us to be truly happy,
we need to be able to live with
ourselves, by ourselves, without
any kind of distraction. Once
you can accept your existence
as a creation of nature, you will
become less dependent on your
possessions and happier with
simply being a part of the world,
no matter what school we attend
or what kind of water we drink.

Artist Andy Goldsworthy
deserves an A+ in the game of
life. If only a concept as eso
teric as life could be graded on
a five-letter scale. It doesn't
take an acclaimed art critic
to recognize the beauty and
originality lying within each
simple yet seductive piece Of
work produced by this cre
ative genius. What U2 does
with music, Goldsworthy does
with art. Goldsworthy presents
each piece as clear and crisp
as the chords reverberating on
Bono's guitar. Infused with a
passion for art and a knack for
working with nature, Gold
sworthy literally goes with the
flow as his pieces float away
with the tide.
The documentary "Rivers
and Tides: Working with
Time," captures the ephem
eral elegance each master
piece possesses. Goldsworthy
works meticulously with each
piece to create designs and
metaphors reflective of nature
and life. In one of his pieces
featured early on in the docu
mentary, Goldsworthy must
work gloveless to form a river
like pattern with tiny icicle
pieces. He creates the icicle
river vertically and weaves
it through a decaying log. At
sunrise, the yellow rays pen
etrate the ice and for a fleeting
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One of Andy Goldsworthy's sculptures inspired by nature. To see
more of his work catch the documentary "Rivers and Tides."

moment the icicle river is il
luminated before succumbing
to the warmth of the rays as it
melts back into water. Most of
his works are temporary, cap
tured only by film and photo.
Utilizing the world, land
and water alike as his canvas,
Goldsworthy employs nature
itself as his first
choice
medium. The documentary
features wOrks which incor
porate the flow of water and
one of the most colorful works

involves leaves of contrast
ing hues. Working by a quiet
stream, Goldsworthy runs
across a small pool of stagnant
water untouched by the con
stant flow of the fresh water.
Gathering various shades of
red, yellow and green leaves,
Goldsworthy places one after
another carefully over the
water's surface to create a
brilliant blend of color in the
calm pool.
Though tranquil is the ad

jective which comes to mind
when viewing his work on
film, the job is not always
so peaceful for Goldswor
thy. Moments of frustration
abound as he works at the
whim of nature. His effort on
a particular rock sculpture is
caught on film. As he begins
building his sculpture, one
rock placed in the wrong spot
causes an avalanche of rocks
and forces him to begin anew.
He must begin four more
times before completing the
sculpture. Patience is a virtue
and Goldsworthy has learned
it well. This piec& shows just
how obligated he is both to
details and intricacy.
Not only does Goldswor
thy have a close connection
with the environment but also
with his friends and family. A
hectic morning in the house
hold is captured on film as his
children of varying ages run
rampant through the kitchen.
His caring personality shines
through his interactions with
his family. A self-awareness of
his existence leads Goldswor
thy to reflect on the cycle of
life and death. Reflecting on
the death of his brother's wife,
he is inspired to create a piece
containing a black void at
the base of a tree trunk. This
artist has an untouchable bond
with nature and finds himself
called to express the beauty of
it through environmental art.

• Editor's picks - experimenting with your
attention span and patience
I
I
I "Breakfast at Tiffany's"
I
I
I

Though this film is one
of the most well-known
amongst girls who like to
be, or pretend to be, classy;
it truly is a piece of art.
Starring Audrey Hepburn,
the ideas of independence
and love are thoroughly
examined and presented in
a thought-provoking way.
Not to mention, the cat
named "Cat" is very cute.

"Miss Guided"
This new comedy produced
by Ashton Kutcher and
starring Judy Greer is actually
very funny and entertaining.
With the first episode doing
it's own spin on perezhilton.
com, the humor is up-to-date
and the topics very relatable
for today's current high
school and college students.
Catch it on ABC Thursdays at
8 and 8:30 p.m.

"A Different Life:
Finding Our Future in
San Diego"
This exhibit, presented at
the San Diego Historical
Society, was co-curated
by a group of teenage
Somalian refugees to
show San Diegans how
they have adapted to life
in San Diego through their
struggles and dreams.

Dntel
"Roll On"
Dntel, a project of The
Postal Service's Jimmy
Tamborello, is an
electronica type of indie
band that employs all
different kinds of noises.
This song in particular
features the voice of Rilo
Kiley's Jenny Lewis and
the sound of things falling.

•
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Tristan Prettyman brings a new meaning to "Hello"
San Diego native Tristan Prettyman talks to The Vista about her upcoming album
BY CARRIE WIDDER
ASST. A&C EDITOR
Singer/songwriter Tristan
Prettyman has just released
her second album, "Hello...
x," a tribute, she said, to
"where I've been in the last
two years."
The San Diego native
took some time to chat with
the Vista about making the
record, touring and being
away from her first love,
surfing.
The 25-year-old Pret
tyman first picked up the
guitar on a whim, after
spying it in the guest room
in her house.
"No one played it. My
dad had it, but neither of
my parents played music.
I just found it one day, and
it caught my eye, and I
thought, 'Hey, it would be
really cool to play guitar,'
but I never thought that I
would be where I am now.
I just thought, when I was
15, guys would like me if
I learned how to play the
guitar (laughs)," Prettyman
said.
Ten years later, Prettyman
has come a long way from
that mentality, releasing her
debut album "Twentythree"
with
success,
touring
through America and Japan,
and playing with other mu
sicians such as G. Love and
Jason Mraz, to name a few.

think on the past two years,
"I think part of me wanted wouldn't take it back for the hardly know him, is it like
going from signing a record this record to be kind of world. The experience of it a kiss? I don't understand.'
deal to touring, and all the gritty, and vintage sound was priceless. And then the. The whole thing behind it is
experiences that come with ing, and dirtier than the last record came out good, so I like one 'x' is 'cheers,' two
it. I think it reflects me better record, and it was nice being was like 'Sweet, everyone is 'I like you,' three is 'I
as a person than 'Twen in London because it's a city, wins!' "
want to be on you' (laughs)
tythree' did. 'Twentythree' and it's busy and it's cobble
The title of her album, and so on. I found there was
was sort of like the warm stone streets and it's just "Twentythree" had a special this thing behind it. So sort
up, the rough draft, and this more of a vibe, and making meaning to Prettyman as she of as a cheeky thing to do, I
is almost to the final draft, good music, than it is to be was 23 when the record was put it on there as a throw out
but it's not the final thing. perfect, chic and polished. made, and it was her golden to London."
It's ever evolving. It's defi
nitely where I am right now,
and it feels really current.
In a way, my older material
will feel really A-B-C basics
to me, a little immature, and
where I'm at now writing
and where my' voice is, it's
just kind of evolved. I think
it's just growth."
While the album doesn't
drop until April 15, her new
single, "Madly" is already
out, available on iTunes,
and the video is also avail
able for viewing on Tristan's
MySpace and website (www.
tristanprettyman.com)
"The whole process that
has revolved around this
recordhas been really, I don't
know, legit (laughs). I don't
know if that's a good word,
but I got to go to London to
COURTESY OF SASHA EISENMAN
make the record, and worked
with amazing musicians and San Diego native Tristan Prettyman's newest album is set to be released on April 15. The album,
well known producers, and "Hello...x" presents the singer/songwriter's more evolved mature side.
When asked what music
then for the music video, It's nice to be around pro birthday.
all my other videos before ducers and musicians who
When asked what the she listens to, surprisingly,
have been at the beach, look at things differently meaning behind "Hello...x" Prettyman said that the type
like two camera guys. They than how studio musicians is, Prettyman laughs, and she plays is the type of music
were really ghetto - well and producers in the states explains, "I always make she listens to least.
"I tend to stay away from
everything so confusing.
other
singer songwriters so
Well, the first track on the
record is called 'Hello' but I don't get influenced by it,
'Hello,' I think, represents and stick to more indie-rock.
a new relationship, and for Before this record, I listened
me, since this record is such to straight up '60s and '70s
a representation of me, I rock, all the random bands
think it sort of stems from that spawned from Bob
when people are always like Jones Band, Neil Young
'Tell me about your music,' and Buffalo Springfield. I
and it's like, alright, when love that vintage sound of
you first meet someone are old records. There's some
you really like 'Hey nice thing more dirty about it,"
to meet you, tell me about something that Prettyman
yourself? What's your per wanted to bring through on
not 'ghetto' (laughs), but would," Prettyman said. "It sonality like?' You can't "Hello...x" as well. "I think
for this video, for 'Madly,' was the first place that I really explain that. People's it's a little bit dirtier. 'Twen
it was like trailers, lighting, traveled to that I didn't want chemistries are so different, tythree' had its slower songs
and I was like, 'Holy cow, to come home right away. so it's either you get along on there but for the most
we're in Hollywood! This is It was great because I was with somebody or you don't. part it was pretty breezy
crazy!' It's really nice to be able to get away from the That could be with anybody, and light, and where 'Twen*
able to experience it in the norm here. When I'm home, your best girlfriends or your tythree' was bright blue, this
real-deal way. It's not half- I surf all the time, I'm pretty boyfriend or whatever. So is more turquoise, a little
assed, it's legit," Prettyman active, I eat well, I try to be it's kind of like a start of more in depth."
"I hope people check out
said, when asked about how organic. And there, I was something. The 'x' at the end
the
record, dig it and come
like dirty - smoking, drink of it comes from England.
filming went.
While Prettyman explains ing beer, eating fish and In London, I would meet to a show," Prettyman said.
Prettyman is currently on
that being away from San chips, and just totally let the people and they would send
her
headlining tour.
Diego and surfing is hard, other half of me go. It was me text messages, and they
Look out for her album,
being in London offered a really good experience. always had an 'x' at the end
"Hello...x"
which L to be
of
it.
I
would
be
like
'This
her a chance to explore and Looking back now, it cost
released
April
15 in stores
make the record the way she so much to make this record guy is sending me a text with
that it's ridiculous, but I an 'x' at the end of it, I don't and on iTunes.
wanted to.

"In a way, my older material will feel really

A-B-C basics to me, a little immature, and
where I'm at now writing and where my

voice is, it's just kind of evolved. I think it's
just growth" - Tristan Prettyman
She recorded her album,
"Hello...x" and kicked off
her headlining tour March
19 at the Belly Up Tavern in
Solana Beach.
Growing up in Del Mar,
Prettyman said the "envi
ronment, the San Diego at
titude, the people are really
laid-back, and I think the
beach community is really
casual. So it's definitely
influenced my music a little
bit."
The release of "Hello...x"
has a deep connection to
Prettyman herself. "This is
definitely more focused I
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Ever wonder where that misplaced
laptop charger disappeared to?
Lost and found has a collection of students' abandoned items
"How do you get out of here if you don't have your car keys?" Hall
asked. In reference to his question, Hall thinks it's very unusual that
FEATURE EDITOR
students leave their keys in the lost and found and never come in to
Attention all students! Please check your backpack and immediate reclaim them.
When someone turns in a cell phone to the library, a staff member
surroundings to see if you may have lost anything. Do you have your
car keys, flash drive, iPod or cell phone with you? If not, don't panic, will usually try to call someone in the phone book to discover who the
phone belongs to. Also, if
just head to lost
a wallet or another item
and found to see
with identification is sub
if your belongings
mitted they usually try to
are waiting for you
contact the owner as soon
there.
-Sophomore Erik Johnson
as possible. They usually
There are two
e-mail the owner to let
main lost and found
collections on campus: Copley Library and Public Safety. The Copley them know that their item has been submitted.
Library collection usually only holds onto the items for a couple of
For students to reclaim their misplaced belongings they usually have
weeks, and then they are given over to Public Safety for students to to describe an identifying aspect about the object, such as particular
later retrieve.
coloring or writing on it. According to Zaccari, in order to retrieve cell
"I had no idea we even had a lost and found," sophomore Erik Johnson phones students must provide a number under a particular name in the
said. "They should advertise it more."
phone book. They usually ask for obvious phone numbers such as "home"
or "Dad's cell."
All of the articles submitted to the lost and found are kept in locked
Luckily, both Hall and Zaccari have never
cabinets to which only staff members have access. The more expensive
experienced students trying to collect items
items turned in to the library are usually handed over to Public Safety
that didn't belong to them. In fact, honesty
so they can record them in their Excel database.
seems to be the best policy on campus, with
The database has a description of every item in
people even turning in wallets with cash
their lost and found to keep better track of the
and credit cards, and other expensive items
plethora of items collected.
including jewelry and laptops.
According to Frank Zaccari, the
So if you tend to be careless with
communications supervi
your items there is a good chance
sor for Public Safety,
they're waiting for you in one of the
students, faculty and
lost and found collections. Hopefully
staff walk in most
you can remember "Mom's work"
of the items they re
number in order to get your Blackberry
ceive. On the other
back.
hand, the library usu
ally picks up their as
sortment of objects from
what students leave behind
after studying there.
The items that both lost and
found sites have range from
the mundane, such as flash
drives, to the completely random,
such as a red and zebra patterned pimp
hat in the library collection.
Zaccari said that one of the most popular, and oddest, items turned in
'are license plates. He also suggested that this is a popular phenomenon
on many other college campuses and not too out of the ordinary.
The library seems to collect a much larger variety of random items.
According to Bill Hall, head of the circulation department at Copley
Library, some of the weirdest items that have been turned in include a
stethoscope, dental supplies, retainers and swimwear.
Currently among the bizarre objects in the library are jeans and a
skateboard. The usual collection consists of designer sunglasses, a stack
of ID and credit cards and personal books, with their most popular items
being cell phones, chargers for computers and phones, flash drives and
car keys.
BY DAVINA COADY

"I had no idea we even had a lost and found.
They should advertise it more."

The Copley Library lost and found gets articles submitted to them on daily basis. As shown in the picture, many of the items collected do not get picked
up and sit waiting for their owners for at least a semester.

From left to right: The most popular
items collected by both lost and found
are car keys, flash drives, cell phones,
ID and bank cards, and sunglasses;
Some of the most random items the
library has received are shown below,
which include a red pimp hat, a silver
serving spoon and a pair of jeans.

LOST AND FOUND'S RANDOM ASSORTMENT ITEMS
CELL PHONES: One of the most popular items that gets turned

into lost and found. Usually one of the employees will try to contact
someone listed in the phone book to get the phone returned as soon
as possible.

FLASH DRIVES: Another popular item collected by lost and found.

One tip to help identify your flash drive among all the others is to write
your name on it, or maybe put a sticker on the side.

CLOTHING: Although it's something most stu
dents should be wearing, the library collects a lot
of different types of clothing including jackets,
swimwear, pimp hats and jeans.

CAR KEYS: In a mad dash to make it to
class on time, many students leave behind
their keys. It's not until later when trying
to go home that students even know
they are missing.

RETAINERS: Seriously, please

leave them in your mouth.
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Raymond Ayala

Sports Editor

A-Rod or
a team?

BY RAYMOND AYALA
SPORTS EDITOR

This is what baseball has come
to. This year will be the first year in
Major League Baseball history that a
single player will make more then an
entire 33-man baseball roster during
a season. This man is New York Yan
kees third basemen Alex Rodriguez.
By the time Rodriguez retires from
the game of baseball, he will most
likely be the greatest player to ever
play the game. He has consistently
hit over 40 home runs and had around
120 RBIs per season ever since he
burst onto the Major League scene
with the Seattle Mariners in 1996. He
has 518 career home runs and he is
only 32 years old. This man, who has
done more in his career then probably
95 percent of baseball players, is now
making more money then the entire
Florida Marlins team.
Though the Marlins are not full of
all stars, they still have many qual
ity players and have won two World
Series in the last 11 years - two more
World Series Championships than
Rodriguez has. The reason this is al
lowed to happen is because Major
League Baseball is the only profes
sional sport in America that does not
have a salary cap. Though I feel the
bigger market teams should have
higher salary cap capabilities, I think
it is absolutely ridiculous that a single
player can make more than an entire
33-man baseball roster.
Though Rodriguez deserves to be
the highest paid player in baseball,
I wonder when the over inflation is
going to end. It is pretty much impos
sible to think that the players' asso
ciation within Major League Baseball
will ever agree to a salary cap, but if
they do not, baseball could cease to
exist in small markets such as Oak
land, Minnesota, Tampa Bay and
Florida.
These teams still compete, but it is
tough for them. In this* day and age,
players are becoming auction objects
that go to the highest bidder, and this
cannot continue. The money spent
by these big teams is not helping the
sport, but hurting it, because it forces
the players to think about the money
more than what team they really want
to play for. In the future of baseball a
more even playing field is necei sary.

Thursday April 3, 2008
Sportsworthy:

r3yala@usdvista.c0m

"Don't measure yourself by what you have accomplished, but
by what you should accomplish with your ability."
-Hall of Fame Coach John Wooden

Baseball struggles against SCU in WCC opener
BY JUSTIN SAKS
STAFF WRITER

It's not going to be easy for the To
reros baseball team to repeat as WCC
champions. This past weekend the
Toreros opened up conference play at
home against the Santa Clara Broncos.
The Toreros lost two of three games in
the opening series and find themselves
sitting in fifth place. The good news
is that it's still early in the season and
there are plenty of games left to prove
themselves. On the other hand, there are
several strong teams in the WCC who
are going to try to make it hard on the
Toreros to repeat as champions.
Before this series, the Toreros had
won 11 of their past 12 games and had
seen dazzling performances from both
their offense and pitching staff. During
the streak, starting pitchers Kyle Blair
and Brian Matusz each had 16-strikeout
performances, setting anew USD record.
They were both outdone though by twoway star Josh Romanski who threw the
team's first no hitter in 12 years. The
offense had scored at least nine runs in
five of those games largely in part to the
hot hitting of Romanski, James Meador,
Victor Sanchez and Kevin Hansen.
The series against Santa Clara started
off well for the Toreros. Ace Matusz
was dominant again recording eight
strikeouts in a complete game shutout.
It was Matusz's fifth win on the season
and the second time he went the dis
tance all while lowering his ERA to
1.81. The Toreros gave Matusz the lead
early scoring a run in the first inning.
Kevin Muno led off with a bunt single
and was sacrificed to second by a bunt
from Sean Nichol. Sanchez picked up
the RBI with a single to centerfield and
that lone run would be all the offense
the Toreros needed in their 1-0 victory.

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA

Junior pitcher Brian Matusz had a com
plete game shutout against SCU.

Game two of the series lasted for
four hours and five minutes and went to
the Broncos when it finally did end. The
Broncos jumped to an early lead scoring
six runs in the first inning off Blair. The

Torero's made a valiant comeback effort
and tied the game in the fifth inning at
seven. Zach Walters, Nichol, Roman
ski and Hansen combined for six RBI
in the fourth to get the Toreros back in
the game. It all went for naught though
when in the seventh inning the Broncos
scored two runs off an error to give them
the lead for good. Despite allowing no
hits and only an unearned run, Luke
Roniger picked up his first loss on the
season. Catcher Logan Gelbrich went
4-for-5 on the day and looked comfort
able at the plate after starting the season
in a slump.
The rubber match was claimed by
the Broncos who secured a late come
from behind victory over the Toreros to
take the series. After allowing a leadoff
home run, starting pitcher Romanski
settled down and allowed only one more
earned run through 7.1 innings. Show
ing off his all around talent he also went
2-for-4 at the plate. The Toreros gained
a 4-2 advantage in the sixth inning
with two RBI from Muno. Santa Clara
evened things up in the eighth by scor
ing two runs, before eventually taking
the lead in the ninth. AJ Griffin took the
loss for the Toreros evening his record
at 1-1. Jose Valerio went 2-for-2 with an
RBI on the day.
The Toreros will look to rebound this
weekend as they play host to Gonzaga.
The Toreros pitching staff took a hit
when they learned that starting pitcher
Matt Couch will likely miss the season
due to an arm injury. Freshman masher
Sanchez injured his shoulder late in
Saturday's contest and missed the game
Sunday. Freshman pitcher Sammy Solis
injured his hand during Saturday's game
as well. They join Anthony Strazzara,
who has been out of the lineup for two
weeks with a hand injury, on the list of
injured Toreros. Hopefully the Toreros
will be able to get their players back on
the field soon to help in defending their
WCC title.

Toreros tennis starting to turn heads Grier talks to OSU
BY ANTHONY GENTILE
BY SCOTT DENAULT
STAFF WRITER

The USD men's tennis team con
cluded their 2008 home season with a
6-1 conference victory over Marymount
University this past Wednesday.
The Torero duo of No. 44, Thomas
Liversage and Chris Coetzee, proved to
be too much for their opponents Johan
Berhof and Sam Tadevosian, 8-6. This
win gave the Toreros the doubles point
for the game and LMU did not win a
doubles match the entire day.
Lat^r in the day, in singles play, Liv
ersage would once again defeat his op
ponent Jacek Twaroski in straight sets
(6-4,6-4). Also posting a win in singles
play was fellow Torero Dean Jackson.
Jackson went on to win his match over
Ivan Lopez 6-1, 6-3 and 6-3. Follow
ing in the footsteps of their teammates,

Charl Wolmarans, Nils Schive and
Tamer Antabi posted wins over their
opponents, which ultimately propelled
the Torero tennis team to a victory.
The season has had both its ups and
downs. In February the team compiled
three straight victories over Cal Poly,
Memphis and St. Mary's. March was
quite the opposite with three losses
against Iowa, Rice and Texas A&M
Corpus Christi.
The win over their conference rival
concluded the Toreros home season.
They will finish off their season by
traveling to Idaho to face Boise State
University on Saturday followed by a
match against the University of Idaho
on Sunday Then from April 18-20,
the Toreros will compete in the WCC
Championship against conference op
ponents and the best players will be
featured.

ASSOCIATE EDITOR

The San Diego Union-Tribune
reported Monday that USD men's
basketball coach Bill Grier met with
Oregon State's Athletic Director over
the weekend Fueled an online blog
on The Oregonian's website posted
Tuesday about Grier accepting the
Beavers" head coach position, Grier
addressed the media Tuesday.
"Obv iously there's been a lot of
things out in the media today and
I haven't seen them, but I've been
told," Grier told the U-T. "They're
not true. 1 have not accepted a job at
Oregon State."
While he denied accepting a job.
Grier acknowledged his meeting.
"I have met and talked with them.
There were some discussions and
there's a feeling out process between
both parties and that's really all the
further it has gone," Grier said.

SPORTS
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Josh Johnson makes big impression on pro day
BY ALBERT SAMAHA
STAFF WRITER
This is the second part of a four-part
series on former USD QB Josh Johnson's
NFL Draft process.

An evident buzz permeated Manches
ter Field March 7 as hundreds of scouts,
coaches, players and fans converged to
create a monumental day in Torero foot
ball history. The crowd included Norv
Turner, head coach 'of the San Diego
Chargers, and John Fox, head coach
of the Carolina Panthers. USC quarter
back, and Mission Viejo alumni, Mark
Sanchez was also there as an observer
of the spectacle. A Buffalo Bills player
even made the trip to support a family
member.
While many were there for the main
event, the pinnacle of the 2008 Torero
draft class, the undercard put on a show
as well. In addition to Josh Johnson,
three other Toreros are seeking an op
portunity at an NFL camp this summer.
Johnson's favorite target, wide receiver
Wes Doyle, exhibited his terrific hands
throughout the workout that should so
lidify his chances to be a potential free
agent or a late second day draft pick.
Erik Bakhtiari, a terror for quarterbacks
at defensive end last fall, seems to proj
ect as an outside linebacker next year,
according to many scouts. Linebacker
Ronnie Pentz, who worked out as a long
snapper, threw back fast tight spirals

ALBERT SAMAHA/THE VISTA

Josh Johnson gets ready to showcase his skills as USD wide receiver Wes Doyle
prepares to run a route. Johnson is considered to be a first day pick.

consistently.
Several incoming seniors partici
pated as well, running the 40 yard dash,
and in the process parading the next
wave of USD pro prospects. The fastest
time of the pack was run, not surpris
ingly, by the consummate deep threat
John Matthews at 4.45 seconds. Torero
workhorse running back JT Rogan and
super-athlete Ben Hunnula ran consis
tently in the low 4.6s. Perhaps the most
impressive time of the day came from
tight end Mitch Ryan who ran a swift
4.58 second 40. Though offensive line
man Deene Kabiling and defensive Iine-

men Chris Gianelli and Rubin Resnick
also ran, their skill sets are obviously
more apparent on film or in drills, as
those in the trenches rarely would have
to sprint 40 yards on a single play.
This April, Johnson could be the first
USD football player ever taken in the
NFL Draft. Friday, with cousin Marshawn Lynch looking on, Johnson took
a step closer, as he confirmed his place
as a first day pick. At the combine some
scouts felt Johnson's throws were not
as strong and tight as he has shown in
games and practices. By putting togeth
er a solid pro day, however, Johnson

was able to establish that the combine
was, in fact, an aberration. Though
Johnson was not perfect by any means,he demonstrated the ability to make all
the throws with velocity and accuracy.
And as USD football fans would know,
Josh Johnson's instincts and aptitude
in games transcend anything he could
show in a workout in shorts and a Tshirt.
The magnitude of the event illus
trates the validation of the University
of San Diego football program as a po
tential pipeline to the next level. With
professed pundits still confusing the
prestigious institution on Alcala Park
with its counterparts to the north and to
the south, USD may be forced to take a
page from the book of Ohio State: The
University of San Diego.
Essentially, Johnson would make
USD an even more renown institution.
In terms of the recruiting impact, a high
selection in the draft would be roughly
equivalent to the Torero basketball team
sweeping through the WCC tournament
then beating favored UCONN in the
national tournament.
As Johnson's name gets thrown
around message boards all over football
fandom, USD fans can take solace in
the fact that one day the Toreros will be
known for more than solely the team's
picturesque dwelling.

Make sure to check the April 10 issue
of the Vista for an update Johnson's
status with his workouts during the up
coming NFL Draft.
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Since 1986

ALUMNi ASSOCIATION

The 48,000 alumni of USD
Apould like to congratulate the

Men's & Women's
Torero Basketball Teams
for an amazing season!
Go Toreros!

alufnni.sandieqo.edu
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We Deliver

to the Campus
(858)488-9999
$ 10 MINIMUS FOR DELIVERY

APPETIZERS • SOUP
CALZONES • SALADS
PASTA • SANDWICHES
Closed on Mondays
Sun, Tue, Wed: 3pm to 11pm
Thurs, Fri and Sat: 3pm to 2am
2909 MISSION BL.
(Next to Beachcomber)
$3 OFF

$4 OFF
1UMBO
OFF

$2 OFF

Minimum 3 Toppings.

Minimum 3 Toppings.

One coupon per order

One coupon per order

MEDIUM

Please mention coupon when ordering
Offers cannot be combined
Vaftd any Drive

XLARGE
LARGE

Ptease mention coupon when ordering.
Offers cannot be combined

Child Development Centers.
The University of Northern
Iowa has internships available
with U.S. Military Child
Development Centers in
Germany, Italy, England,
Belgium, Portugal, Hawaii and
Florida (Key West) beginning
August 2008. Related college
coursework and experience
required. Airfare and housing
are paid and a living stipend
provided. Interns receive 12
hrs of college credit from UNI
(graduate or undergraduate).
Make a Difference! College of
Education, School of HPELS.
Call Susan Edginton 319-2735947 or susan.edginton@uni.
edu for more information. Please
put INTERNSHIP- SDSU/CA in
CAPS in the subject line of your
email.

2 la jolla 1 bedroom condos for
sale 279k each. 1 3 bedroom
townhome for sale - walking
distance to usd 445k - 2 car
garage. Call seth, remax agent
Seth O'Byrne, RE/MAX
Associates La Jolla
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